JENTA LED Floodlight
Cat No. MP38PERMFLED, MP38PFLED, MP38CLLED

Instruction Sheet

MP38PFLED
Cat No.

MP38PERMFLED

MP38CLLED

Rating

Connection

Mounting

MP38PERMFLED

1 x 8W PAR38 (LED).
IP44, Class II

Fixed wiring

Wall/ceiling mounting only

MP38PFLED

1 x 8W PAR38 (LED).
IP44, Class II

1.8m flexible cord and plug

Portable (free-standing base)
and wall/ceiling mounting

MP38CLLED

1 x 8W PAR38 (LED).
IP44, Class II

1.8m flexible cord and plug

Clip attachment

LED PAR38 Lamp spec.

8W, CRI 80+ , 800 lm, 4000K, Lifetime: 30000 hrs in the open air at 25°C, Beam angle: 110˚, E27

Note: MP38PERMFLED must be installed by a licensed electrician.
Replacement Lamp
Lamp (supplied)

8W LPAR38024KES Cool white

Alternate Lamp 1

14W LPAR38013K Warm white

Alternate Lamp 2

MP38 (150W Incandescent)

Mounting considerations
1.	Silicone/rubber gasket must be fitted on lamp-holder to maintain IP44 rating.
2. For wall/ceiling mount applications, apply a bead of silicon sealant around the base of the product to prevent entry of water.
This is particularly important when mounting on uneven surfaces.
3.	When using the portable/free-standing floodlights (MP38PFLED), ensure that the lamp position is as shown below,
otherwise product may be unstable.

0-90º

Suitable for lamp
angle 0 - 90°

Not stable

4.	Product is to be mounted such that the direction/angle of the lamp is clear of flammable items and surfaces.
Maintain a minimum clearance of 0.8m from adjacent objects where possible.

0.8m

MP38CLLED
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MP38PERMFLED

77
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MP38PFLED
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Blue (Power Cable)

76

Brown/Red (Power Cable)

Blue (Lamp Wire)
Blue (Lamp Wire)
Brown/Red (Lamp Wire)
Brown/Red (Lamp Wire)

Disclaimers

1. This product must be installed and used as per these instructions.
2. This product should only be cleaned with a damp cloth. Cleaning agents and solvents should not be used.
3. The IP rating of this product is only valid when installed on a flat and non-porous surfaces. Additional sealing may be required for irregular surfaces.
An IP rating of IP44 is generally considered suitable for external walls with supplementary protection such as overhanging eaves.
4. This product has been designed to minimise the effects of interference from off peak electricity signals. Interference in the form of light flicker is still
possible in some cases depending on proximity to the signal injection point.
5. The fixing screws on this product should be tightened to a maximum torque of 0.8Nm. Over tightening may damage the product.
6. This product is not dimmable.
7. This product contains no serviceable parts and no attempt should be made to repair this product. If the product is faulty it should be discarded.
8. Severe electromagnetic interference from other products may cause malfunction of this product.
9. The material in this product may vary in colour from batch to batch. Colour matching from one batch to another cannot be guaranteed.
10. Electrical installations periodically receive transient over voltages. This product has been designed to minimise the effect of such voltages on
connected equipment. It may not give full protection for extreme over voltage transients such as those resulting from a close lighting strike.
11. This product is not suitable for installation in hazardous and/or corrosive areas.
12. Lamp LED life is an average and will be reduced by frequent switching.
13. This product utilises intellectual property in the form of registered designs, trademarks, and/or patents. Such intellectual property remains the
property of Legrand in all cases.
14. This product has been designed to operate in ambient temperatures –5 C to 25 C, occasionally reaching 35 C.

Legrand will honour all statutory guarantees that you as a consumer are
entitled to rely upon under the Australian and New Zealand Consumer
Laws against a manufacturer including a guarantee that any products HPM
Legrand has manufactured or imported are of acceptable quality.

For all Customer Service and Technical Support
please call Monday to Friday during business hours.

To make a claim under any statutory guarantee (or other warranty) you
should first contact the supplier, contractor or retailer from whom you
purchased the products.

Legrand Australia
1300 369 777
www.hpm.com.au
Legrand New Zealand
0800 476 009
www.hpm.co.nz
ABN: 31 000 102 661
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15. Legrand reserves the right to modify the specifications of this product at any time.

